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to learn more about my art work and my daily inspirations... welcome here :



Here is what Lorraine chose [...] A life-size playground where
exploration and experimentation are limitless.
As a multimedia artist, her inspirations guide her through
illustration, photography, digital, video or painting in order to freely 
express her multifaceted creativity.

Lorraine is one of those artists who create from the heart to make art 
a vector of positive feelings.
She is what we might call an images creator. [...]

Through her ability to open her inner world to us, Lorraine shares a 
contemplative experience but also a way of life. A sharing that 
continues within her Ateliers CréA Vivre [name of the workshop] 
where the artist guides us so we can free our own creativity.
Her workshops reflect a holistic approach to the artistic gesture.
Mostly in order to maintain joy and cherish a precious self-encounter.

The creative spark of Lorraine Remise shines from this balance 
between introspective creation and openness to people.

from french lines written by Lyse De Quillacq • Founder of Innover dans le monde de l’ Art (podcast) and co-founder of Art Datings events
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Since 2021
• Workshops for all in public spaces or at home

Since 2022
• English speaking workshops for children and teenagers at the International School of Paris
• Workshop The art of making a comic for children at Apprends et Rêve (organization, Paris)

2023
• Workshop for all with Autistes Sans Frontières (organization) during the Autism Awareness Day in 
   partnership with the 16th arrondissement town hall (Paris)
• Inclusive workshops with Autistes sans Frontières (autistic and neurotypical children)

2022
• Workshop for adults in partnership with Poetica Coffee (Brooklyn, NYC)
• Workshop for adults with Latte Monday during the event Ethical fashion & upcycling at the
   Renaissance Arc de Triomphe Hôtel (Paris)
• Workshops for children (partnership) and adults at the Galerie LooLooLook (Paris)

Some of my artistic lifelines • Creative, intuitive and technic art workshops for all

watercolor Lorraine Remise
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portrait on the right by
Moments by Marion (2022)



I am that kid who never stopped creating, becoming the multidisciplinary artist I am now ! Beyond the professional part, being an artist 
is my way of living and being. Meaning that I need to create spontaneously, to get inspired by any detail, to feel free enough to explore 
anything that inspires me. In that, my practice is mostly self-taught and intuitive.
I grew up in a professional and non-professional family who taught me that too. I assume that my current mindset comes from this
legacy and some of the encounters I made through time and experiences !

My education path was more about acting and theoretical approach of cinema, drama, photography, painting... Then I did my best to 
manage some personal projects (video fi rst, then visual arts) while working for a few diff erent companies mostly related to art, drama, 
television, fashion industries and so on. 
Since 2020, I am leading my projects as a full time artist (art shows, commissions...). I created my Ateliers Créa Vivre in 2021 for adults. 
I ended up working with children and teenagers as well. Looking for a true meaning or a new way to share with people, someone told me 
once : Consider your job meaning is to save the world. Ok... maybe at least I can save a few peolple then ! Including me.

My art and creativity workshops are inspired by my needs and moods as an artist, as a woman, as the kid I used to be. But also by people 
surrounded me. I want to help artists to refresh their creativity and let go all the pressure from being their own agent. Then I want to 
guide beginners and non-professional people to express their creativity and emotions, to teach them some technic or share some
positive thoughts. I aim to support people the way I think they might need it (within individual or group sessions). And since I am not 
academic and actually never really enjoyed my time at school, I consider myself as a random but authentic woman artist... not as a
teacher. I like the way every workshops can be diff erent, according to people expectations, places or context.

So far, all my projects happened in Paris, in the french province (Marseille, Arles, Amiens, Cherbourg...) and in New York City that I 
fell in love with. Through my art work and workshops, I hopefully spread some poetry, some humour, some positive vibes, some sweet 
imagination. If it can touch you, then maybe you save me as I save you ! 

Let’s create [ all together ] for a better [ inner ] world créons [ ensemble ] pour un monde [ intérieur ] meilleur




